Computer aided cytometry in high grade malignant non-Hodgkin's lymphomas and tonsils.
The aim of the study is to establish quantitative cytological criteria for reliable diagnoses in high grade malignant non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (NHL). For this purpose Pappenheim-stained cytologic imprints from 15 cases of high grade malignant NHL and ten cases of chronic tonsillitis have been analysed using a TV-microscope system, high resolution color scanning (13.3 pixel/microns), and image processing on a computer. The highly reliable computer-extracted cell features can be used to discriminate the different cell types of malignant NHL. Because of a considerable overlap, no feature on its own is sufficient to discriminate all the different cells. Only multivariate analysis of a suitable combination of features allows reliable discrimination. The results show that the different cells defined by subjective morphological criteria in the Kiel-classification of malignant NHL also form distinctive subpopulations with regard to their objective mathematical cell features and show distinctive differences when compared with their benign counterparts derived from reactive lymphatic tissue.